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I.

Introduction

The scientific evidence for anthropogenic climate change and climate variability (henceforth CC)
is now overwhelming. Indeed, CC has already caused visible changes to Bangladesh’s vegetation
zones as is evident by increased droughts in the north and west, increased flooding in the center
and east, and increased salination along the long coastline of Bangladesh. Over the last two
decades, there have been many studies looking mostly at the physical and economic effects of
CC in Bangladesh. The Government of Bangladesh has also recognized the problems resulting
from CC for many years and has—as one of the first countries—adopted a National Adaptation
Programme of Action (NAPA) in November 2005.
Yet, given the huge implications CC will have on Bangladesh’s future, an urgently needed next
step would be to start fleshing out the policy implications and to draft a more detailed action plan
of effective and efficient adaptation policies. Despite an impressive amount of CC research
specifically on Bangladesh, of which most comes to the conclusion that the impact of CC will be
disastrous for Bangladesh, and have prompted the current Government of Bangladesh to hold an
International Conference in London in late May 2008 to draw donors' attention to the effects of
climate change on Bangladesh, there are three main constraints that prevent the drafting of the
urgently needed action plan with more effective and more efficient adaptation policies.

II.

Constraints for Effective and Efficient Adaptation Policies

First, there are some contradictions in the results of existing studies about the impact of CC in
Bangladesh. For example, recent studies have come to highly contradictory results on the impact
of a one meter sea level rise on Bangladesh. Second, while there are many useful studies
assessing the impacts of CC on specific areas or issues, there are few comprehensive studies that
link the various implications to allow for a consistent set of policy implications. For example,
given that some floods in the northeast of Bangladesh are likely to occur at the same time as
there are droughts in the northwest, the combination of policy implications from mitigating
floods with droughts may imply win-win strategies. In other cases, two negative effects of CC
may reinforce the negative implications of each other, making adaptation strategies that were
planned for only one negative effect ineffective. There also is need to address adaptation policies
and actions, especially of floods and droughts in Bangladesh, through further coordination across
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its borders with India. Third, while it has been recognized that some adaptation policies
undertaken today will outweigh the future costs of damages resulting from CC and that some
adaptation policies could outweigh the benefits of some currently undertaken poverty reduction
policies, there is no analytical tool to compare the costs and benefits of adaptation policies (like
the building of durable dikes) with the cost and benefits of broader development policies (like
the building of schools). Furthermore, analyzing the trade-off between the current poverty
reduction policies and long-term adaptation policies are only an imperfect solution as the next
step would be to integrate CC challenges and responses into the overall development strategy.

III.

Requirements for Effective and Efficient Adaptation Policies

Given the contradictions about the impact of CC in Bangladesh in the existing CC literature, a
first requirement for being able to flesh out more effective and more efficient adaptation policies
would be to provide a comprehensive scientific analysis of the most likely impacts of CC in
Bangladesh. Second, considering the cross-sectoral and cross-spatial implications of CC, a
second requirement would be to draft an action plan that addresses the cross-sectoral and crossspatial implications of CC in Bangladesh. Third, while individual studies can shed light on
specific issues, the complexities of CC adaption policies and the overall development policies
would require the use of modern modeling and simulation techniques.
Fortunately, there already exists a generic model, the Millennium Institute’s Threshold 21 (T21),
that, after the customization for Bangladesh and a few extensions, would provide an ideal
platform upon which existing scientific knowledge about CC and the broader development
agenda can be integrated into a single multi-disciplinary framework for policy design and
decision making in Bangladesh. For example, the T21 model allows the user to express the costs
and benefits of various policy actions in net present value (NPV) terms, such that the costs and
benefits of adaptation policies can be compared to the cost and benefits of broader development
policies.
Even though the modeling approach may initially appear to follow a top-down approach, it
should be stressed that the appropriate use of such a modeling framework can support the
principle of participation and community-based adaptation if it is transparent and is able to
provide some of the necessary information about causal relations and indirect effects, without
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which communities and policy makers cannot make efficient decisions. Hence, it is critical for
the usefulness of such a research program to involve not only local researchers but also
vulnerable communities in the design of the modeling framework. It should be emphasized in
this regard, that the process of adapting T21 to the Bangladeshi CC issues contributes to better
understanding the main issues themselves and their links, and that the process is as important as
the analysis of the results. In addition, the transparency of the model helps involve various
participants, both to understand the longer term implications of different policies, especially
where there are short term 'costs' for longer term benefits, and to contribute to the underlying
structure of the model, which has occurred in previous applications of T21. Finally, the T21 is
not being proposed to replace other CC models and tools, but it complements them by
incorporating and integrating other models, or their core structures, into a single, holistic,
dynamic framework as it has been envisioned in the Government’s Institutional Road Map of
Climate Change Impact Modeling, see Uddin (2006). The T21 can also be used to take results
from detailed sectoral models and generate the impacts on a broader range of variables in other
sectors.

IV.

The Need for an International Planning Workshop

Given these constraints and requirements, the proposed customization of the T21 would require
inputs from various experts and representatives from academia/think tanks, government, civil
society, and donors. Hence, the three-day workshop in Bellagio, Italy on May 20-22, 2008 will
formulate the key aspects of an applied research program for conceptualizing effective and
efficient adaptation policies to CC in Bangladesh.
While it would be premature to detail the research program needed to provide the needed inputs
for a CC-version of the T21 specifically for Bangladesh, it is clear that the conceptualization of
effective adaptation policies to CC requires the understanding of complex and interacting social,
economic, and environmental systems that requires an interdisciplinary approach. Last but not
least, the research program would need to recognize the existing indigenous knowledge and
experience of the vulnerable communities. The full and gender-balanced participation of
vulnerable communities at every stage of formulating adaptation policies is therefore inevitable.
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V.

Structure of Workshop

The workshop is structured into two parts. The first part will contain an introduction with the
objectives of the workshop and six short presentations followed by questions and ample time for
discussions. The second part will contain seven brainstorming sessions covering various impacts
of CC (sea level rise, floods, cyclones, droughts) and the sectoral implications of CC (on health,
education, and agriculture), as well as one concluding brainstorming session on next steps.
Please see the tentative agenda of the workshop for more details.

VI.

Expected Outcome

The overall outcome of the workshop is the formulation of an applied research program for
conceptualizing effective and efficient adaptation policies to CC in Bangladesh. The results of
the applied research program (for which a variety of separate research proposals will be
submitted after the workshop) will then serve as inputs for customizing the T21 for integrating
CC into the overall development strategy.
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